Time Capsule Positions List:
Alisa Watkins: A liberal journalist who works for Alphabet News and believes in a large amount
of change to the past, and has received and exchanged professional criticism with Darcie-Mae
Solomon.
Andrew Manning: A Pulitzer Prize-winning liberal reporter who works for Alphabet News and
sees his goal as a member of the Special Press Committee as a duty to change history for the better;
he has a bitter relationship with right-leaning journalist Maria Gonzalez.
Autumn McDermott: An Irish-born reporter who works for Wolf News and is seen as relatively
conservative, and believes in a cautious, withdrawn approach to the past, seeing it as a learning
experience.
Buchanan Kennedy IV: An independent journalist from the wealthy Kennedy family who has
published multiple bestsellers about the wealthy of America, and has been very vague about his
goals for the mission of the Special Press Committee, stating that he wants to preserve the sanctity
of government.
Chris Clarke: An American reporter from NABC who has attracted criticism for his radical views
that socialism should be implemented in the ancient world, and for his general inexperience, but
he has support from more liberal journalists like Alisa Watkins and Andrew Manning.
Darcie-Mae Solomon: A reporter for USA Today who is known for her neutrality and
professionalism, and is cautious about the mission of the Special Press Committee; she has sparred
with Alisa Watkins in the past.
Debby White: A reporter for USA Today who had a long career in radio broadcast before switching
to field reporting on humanitarian crises alongside Jean-Paul Berger, and believes the biggest
hurdle to modern social justice is past historic injustice.
Emmett Brown: A populist, left-leaning journalist who works for BBC and has a strong social
media following that he can influence with his writing
Jean-Paul Berger: A French journalist working for BBC who is slightly left-leaning but fears the
Special Press Committee may be misused to promote corporate interests; he is aligned with Debby
White as they have reported together on the Colombian Civil War.
Maria Gonzalez: A conservative journalist working for USA Today who believes in little to no
change to the past and who has clashed with Andrew Manning in the past over accusations from
both of them while they were reporting on the Colombian Civil War that the other was taking
money from corporate interests.
Rachel Ailes: A conservative journalist for Wolf News who believes that any significant change
to the past by the Special Press Committee would be a huge mistake, and who has received

criticism from more neutral journalists for this view; she has publicly denounced and disapproves
of Chris Clarke.
Ray Janoyovitch: A conservative reporter for Wolf News who has a reputation of being combative
and opinionated, and has engaged in ugly clashes with Izzy Abdullayeva.
Ted Stevens: An independent journalist who is a strong and vocal advocate for the environment,
and received extensive monetary support from PETA.
Vito Romano: An independent journalist from Rome who specializes in reporting on natural
disasters and their effects on the surrounding area, and receives support from the Red Cross.
Izzy Abdullayeva: A Russian reporter for Alphabet News who has a vast network of connections
and maintains a close relationship with Maria Gonzalez, Autumn McDermott, and Andrew
Manning, but clashes frequently with Ray Janoyovitch.

